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Activity of CLIVAR-GSOP and its contribution to the GODAE OceanView community
Fujii, Yosuke¹, Storto, Andrea², Jayne, Steven³ ¹JMA/MRI, Tsukuba, Japan ²CMRE, La Spezia, Italy ³WHOI, Woods Hole,
USA yfujii@mri-jma.go.jp
Global Synthesis and Observations Panel (GSOP) is a global panel of CLIVAR, and responsible for the definition and
promotion of CLIVARs overall global needs for sustained ocean observations, and advancement and evaluation of
synthesis of ocean observations based on numerical ocean models and data assimilation techniques, including
methodological research uptake and development of new climate-related validation metrics. GSOP has been leading
the Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison Project (ORA-IP) under the collaboration with GODAE OceanView (GOV). The
project offered a good opportunity to assess the consistency among state-of-the-art data assimilation products, to
evaluate their advances along time, and to identify the problems that are common among systems or specific to
some of them. GSOP also supports the International Real-Time Ocean Reanalysis Intercomparison (RT-ORA-IP)
project, mainly led by NCEP and Australian BoM. RT-ORA-IP regularly provides information on the status of the
tropical Pacific observing system as well as reliable near-real time ocean fields useful for ENSO monitoring. GSOP also
supports gathering quality-controlled historical ocean observation profiles in the International Quality-Controlled
Ocean Database (IQuOD) project. GSOP contributes to establish data archives including ocean reanalysis data (e.g.,
NASA CREATE-ORA, Ocean Synthesis/Reanalysis Directory by University of Hamburg). An overview of all the activities
performed under the auspices of GSOP will be provided here.
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A regional weather, wind wave, and storm surge forecast system
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A regional forecast system that includes meteorology, wind waves, and storm surge, and an uncertainty and alert
system was developed.
This project was developed in order to improve the quality of the forecast. It includes different postprocessed
products presented in a friendly visualization web site. The system was implemented based on the Weather,
Research, and Forecasting model, the Wave Watch III model, and the ADCIRC model for meteorology, waves, and
storm surge respectively. It generates graphs with alerts based on a climatology and threshold values that are
represented in maps and time series and it is completely automatized, running every day, by scrips developed at
home.
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